
CommonGoodGoverning
A  Network to Preserve Democracy

commgoodgov.org (to be built)

Contact: lester.levine@gmail.com

“Government is instituted for the common good; for the protection, safety, 
prosperity, and happiness of the people; and not for profit, honor, or private 
interest...”

-- John Adams, 1776



Country
% of voting-age 
population

% of registered 
voters

Belgium 87.21% 89.37%

Sweden 82.61% 85.81%

Denmark 80.34% 85.89%

Australia 78.96% 90.98%

South Korea 77.92% 77.23%

Netherlands 77.31% 81.93%

Israel 76.10% 72.34%

New Zealand 75.65% 79.01%

Finland 73.14% 66.85%

Hungary 71.65% 69.68%
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2#26  United States    55.70%               86.80%

Problem: Our Democracy In Trouble

• The US is 26th out of 34 developed countries in voting 
participation

• Congress’s approval rating is  28%; more than half of Americans 
do not have confidence in the federal government.

• More than 50% view both political parties unfavorably (2% in 
2002)

• Most people who sit out elections say they weren’t interested in 
voting, disliked the candidates or didn’t care.

https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/belgium-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/sweden-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/denmark-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/australia-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/south-korea-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/netherlands-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/israel-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/new-zealand-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/finland-population
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/hungary-population


Problem: Non-Voters are the Future US 

• 2016: 55% of all eligible voted;                                 
% non-voters by group:
• Gen X, Y, Z – 68%
• Minorities – 55%

• 2018: 49.3% of all eligible voted (despite 
highest mid-term turnout since 1914);                  
% non-voters by group:
• Gen X, Y, Z – 65%
• Minorities – 39%

• 2020: 67% of all eligible voted,                                 
% non-voters by group:
• Gen X, Y, Z – 67%
• Minorities - 43%
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“Why”? 1: Trust

• The only institutions in which more than 60% of Americans have strong 
confidence are: Military, Small businesses - (Gallup, Summer 2020), others: 
• Supreme Court 40%

• Presidency – 39%

• Criminal justice system: 24%

• Congress - 13%

• Pew Research – Feb. 2020
• “In 1958…73 percent of Americans expressed trust                                                      in government in 

Washington to do what’s right. Today, only 17 percent do.” 

• Likewise: “74 percent say elected officials don’t ‘care what                                                                 
people like me think’ and put their own interests first”

• “40 percent or more of Democrats and Republicans see the other party not just as people they 
disagree with, but as a threat to the well-being of the nation”
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“Why” 2:  Perception of Political Behavior
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“Why” 3: What Drives Politicians’ Decisions?

• Partisan politics – what is good for the Party

• Ideology politics – a single issue: Wall Street, 
national debt, etc.

• Money influence – wants of campaign 
contributors, more so than in the past

• Special interest influence – wants of a 
group/industry via paid lobbyists

• Identity politics – wants of a demographic group
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Old Solution Choices

• Current political parties – NO
• No recent evidence of ability to change
• Built-in partisanship and/or ideology
• Poor trust

• New political party – NO
• Historically proven too difficult to create
• “Political Party” not a trusted concept
• Susceptible to partisanship and/or ideology

• Issues “movement” [MoveOn, etc.] - NO
• Built-in partisanship and/or ideology
• Appeals to narrow population segment
• No track record of actual change
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NEW Solution: CommonGoodGoverning

• A group of like-minded people dedicated to our democracy:
• Anchored by principles that a majority of American voters agree on, not issues, policies or 

ideologies
• Focused on problems that a majority of American voters, Republicans, Democrats and 

Independents are concerned about
• Seeking to replace politicians with public servants/servant leaders

• Connected to other organizations with overlapping interests
• Able to work with some non-profits as we neither endorse nor give money to candidates

• Helping US House candidates who will run and govern by its principles, 
providing them:
• Research on voter opportunities specific to their district
• Research on “truthful” opposition research
• Active brainstorming on specific campaign challenges
• Ongoing sharing of lessons learned from past/current campaigns
• Tools and ideas from our networking partners and the Internet
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Principles
“Every difference of opinion is not a difference of principle” – Thomas Jefferson

• As established in the Constitution and its amendments:
• The preeminent rights in a republic are those of “the public”, not individuals, 

(Ex: You cannot drive as fast as you want)
• People have “rights” only limited in very clear exception cases. (Ex: You 

cannot yell “Fire” in a crowded theater if there is no fire.)
• Government institutions/officials have “powers” balanced between 

institutions which places limits on them, not “rights.” 
• Government officials have rights as citizens, but not in their government roles. 

• Organizations are not “the people” called out in the Constitution
• Corporations, religions, non-profit organizations, marriages are groups of people bound 

together by law, contract or mutual consent, with separate rights legally defined.

• Equality of, and fair treatment for, all people
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Principles
• The Federal government’s most important priorities are to do the following in an 

efficient and cost-effective manner:
• Protect national security
• Maintain relations with other sovereign states
• Protect the physical environment, land air and water
• Ensure product safety
• Define a minimal safety net for less-fortunate citizens across all States
• Define/administer the Social Security and Medicare programs for all qualified retirees

• The value of Federal programs must be continually measured by intended and 
unintended results

• States, counties, cities and towns should be “labs for democracy” to help fix national 
problems

• Federal government policies/programs need to be tailored to produce optimum 
results- “one size” rarely “fits all” -
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“We Believe” – a CGG community member

• In justice and civil liberties—in equal treatment and fair play for all citizens, whether or 

not we agree with them or like them or approve of their life choices.

• That no one is above the law—and that includes those who run our government.

• That dissent can be the highest form of patriotism. Those who care about America 

enough to speak out against policies they believe to be wrong or corrupt are not only 

exercising their rights as citizens; they are discharging sacred civic responsibilities.

• That playing to the worst of our fears and prejudices in the pursuit of political 

advantage is un-American and immoral.
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“We Believe” – a CGG community member

• As Garry Wills once wrote, in “critical intelligence, tolerance, respect for evidence, a 
regard for the secular sciences.”

• To use the language of the nation’s Founders, in “a decent respect for the opinions of 
mankind” (even non-American mankind).

• In the true heartland of this country, which is anywhere where people struggle to 
provide for their families, dig deep into their pockets to help the less fortunate, and 
understand their religions to require goodwill and loving kindness rather than legal or 
cultural dominance.

• That self-righteousness is the enemy of righteousness.

• That the way you play the game is more important than whether you win or lose - the 
ends don’t justify the means.
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Federal Governing Work Needed

• Action overdue; progress stalled:
• Responding to climate change
• Healthcare costs
• Mental health
• Drug addiction
• Working family support
• Veterans’ services
• Student debt
• Immigration
• Inequality of opportunity
• Corruption
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Progress Most Americans Want

• Improve governing process
• Increase transparency/timely disclosure of political contributions
• Implement non-partisan districting
• Reduce coziness between government and lobbyists
• Improve Federal ROI (Return on Investment)

• Begin solving problems
• Increase access to and reduce cost of healthcare
• Create more working and middle-class jobs
• Increase access to quality pre-K education and K-12 civic education
• Adapt to and mitigate climate change impacts
• Provide greater economic opportunity for bottom 60% (<$75K/yr)
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CGG’s Critical Success Factors

• Do something no one else is doing

• No direct party involvement

• No pure partisan or ideological organization involvement

• Engagement of key respected individuals/organizations to join

• Network for tools/tactics/information to empower candidate success

• “High touch” recruitment
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2018-20 Election Strategies

• Target “improbable” districts/strongly ideological incumbents

• Avoid partisan/ideological candidates

• Focus on infrequent voters (minorities/younger voters )

• Develop mutual comfort/alignment with multiple candidates

• Utilize CGG community to assist campaigns with research & challenges

• Share real time feedback/tips from candidates/ 
members/network/groups/research, etc. 

• Link candidate campaigns to network, as appropriate
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2018-20 “Tools” Developed

• 2018
• “District Profile”

• Identify district minority clusters from census and internet data

• Identify district and nearby college “activist” (non-ideological) organizations

• 2020
• “District Deep Dive”

• Identify names/contact information for leaders of district minority clusters: 
government, education, non-profits, business

• “Truthful Opposition Research” 
• Identify actual votes, statements, actions, etc.
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2018-21 Accomplishments

• Helped 2018 winners: Conor Lamb (PA 17), Elissa Slotkin (MI 08), 
Dean Phillips (MN 03), Elaine Luria (VA 02)

• Helped 2020 winners: Kathy Manning (NC 06), Carolyn 
Bourdeaux (GA 07)

• 2020 - tried assisting US Senate races: KY, MT, GA (runoffs)

• Increased community size from ~50 to 1300+

• Worked with 60+ primary candidates, GOP and DEM

• Helped 26 candidates to primary wins

• Collected/shared campaign lessons learned
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2021-22 Work – In Process…

• Improve CGG community data to enhance our work forward

• Continue to develop and engage organization network

• Continue to increase community size and engagement

• Implement a CGG community digital platform using Slack 

• Seek potential 2022 US House candidates

• Explore creating a CGG Advisory Board
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Our Long-Term Goals

• Increase respect for/trust in 
government

• Improve the actual and perceived 
quality of office holders

• Increase voter engagement and 
participation

• Restore the global reputation of 
American democracy
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